Completing a NYS Purchase Requisition  revised 2/20/2013

Purchase requisition forms are available on the Purchasing Website along with instructions on numbering your requisition. Keep in mind that the more information you provide, the more accurate the order. A separate requisition form is needed for each vendor.

**VENDOR INFORMATION** (The College has the final determination of vendor)

1. **COMPLETE Name**
2. **COMPLETE address, including street/city/zip code**
3. **Phone and fax numbers. Website addresses.**
4. **Federal Identification number.** All purchase orders must include this number.

**SUNY ACCOUNT AND SUBACCOUNT NUMBERS** – The account(s) that should be charged for this purchase. One requisition may be used for the charge off to various accounts. Include the amount to be charged to each account, and have the requisition signed with the **appropriate authorized signatures for each account.** The Purchasing Department will assign the object code.

**DESCRIPTION** - A clear description of the item. This should also have a description in layman’s terms as the Purchasing Department must assign a product code based on the description.

1. **Catalog/Part or Item number(s)**
2. **Make/Model number(s)**
3. **Color/size**
4. **Packaging information – include how many items in package**
5. **QUANTITY** – The quantity should agree with the unit listed (Example: if items are sold as individual units, list as 12 ea, not 1 dozen)
6. **UNIT** – How items are packaged (Example: each, dozen, thousand, package)
7. **(UNIT) PRICE** – This price should be for the unit specified. If an item is **FREE**, be sure to indicate this in the unit price field.
8. **SHIPPING** – include shipping amount or estimated amount obtained from supplier
9. **TOTAL** – This is the total amount for this particular item. (Multiply quantity by unit price.)
10. **TOTAL AMOUNT OF ORDER** – Total of all items included on requisition

**AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE** – Signature of authorized Account Manager or designee assigned to the account being charged. **Unauthorized signatures will result in requisition being returned to the submitting department.**

**ATTACHMENTS** - should be **stapled**, not paper clipped, to the back of the requisition. Make a copy of any backup information to keep in your files.

*Please review the threshold chart available on the Purchasing Website for a listing of appropriate supporting documentation to be included with the Purchase Requisition.*

**SUBMIT** completed form to the Purchasing Department, 100 Bray Hall. The majority of requisitions will be completed within 24 hours, however there could be up to a 5 day turnaround time. You will receive e-mail verification of your order being placed from the Purchasing Department within 1-5 days after submitting your requisition.

**NOTE:** If requisition is for procurement less than $500.00, please utilize the PCard option if possible.
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - should be written directly on the requisition. The more information we have, the better we will be able to meet your needs. Special instructions may include the following:

1. “Item will be picked up”
2. “The vendor listed should be used because ....”
3. “The items/services are needed by a special date.” (Please highlight this information so we can include it on the purchase order.)